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wur unique Homeowners fackage flan actually installs carpet al a cosMo you of about a dime a day. Read on!

Healy's Furniture Homeowner's Package Plan Includes

Complete Installation! Average 32 Yd. Living Room, Dining Room & Hallway
Only320 No Cash Down and $11 Monthly. Don't Delay Offer Limited!

Make your home sing with the beauty of this continuous filament
nylon broadloom! It will brighten your living with warmth and
color. It will stage your furnishings, give drama to your rooms
and make your home say the nicest things about you ... all this,
at a cost to you of about a dime a day! Let Healy's Homeowners
Package Plan accomplish this for you.

Certainly, this is one of the most outstanding carpet values we've
found in many long years In the business. Densely packed HXKp con-tinuo-

filament nylon surface yarns, sturdy and hearty, styled stun-ningl- y

with uncut loop design giving a carved Wilton effect. A double
Jute back gives the carpet extra body and weight, locks every tuft

In securely. This broadloom, called "Academy", has a luxury foci and
appearance usually associated with carpet selling for far higher
prices $3 to $3 more per yard. It is long wearing, easily cared for,
mothproof. And it has the unmistakeablo lustre and fullness of prime
nylon. The colors are a masterstroke of the designer's art. Inca Gold,
Martini, Royal Blue, Sand Beige, Moss Green, Peacock, Afterglow
Red and others. Alter you've selected the color that will bring your
rooms to life, we take over and do the whole job. We measure, cut.
sew, and install wall to wall over heavy rubberized hair padding to
your guaranteed satisfaction. Under our Homeowner's Package Plan,
the cost becomes much smaller than you may have dreamed it could
be. An average 32 yard three-are- a installation, covering a living
room, dining area and hallway, is only $320. You pay no cash down,

only $11 monthly. (Larger or smaller areas are priced in proportion.)
figuring an average lifespan of ten years for the carpet, it would
cost you actually less than ten cents a day to own Academy, with all
the beauty and warmth it will give your home! In this day and age,
wall to wall carpeting is no longer a luxury it is something your
family and home deserve to live with. See about it. Without cost or
obligation we'll be glad to bring samples to your home, if you can't
come right in. We have this carpet in good supply right now. We
expect it to sell fast, it is such an unusual value. Delay could result
in real disappointment. This week, come in or phone us. Let's find
out exactly what the cost would bo for installing Academy in your
home. We've told you about it surely you can afford it the next
move it yours!
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If You Can't Come Right In-P- hone Us!

382-128- 1
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